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Embroidery cloth *Design pre-printed

Col. No.

No.7538 ---Summer----

Kit contents

#25 flossCol. No.

Green

Olive green

Deep green

Deep grey

Brown

Purple

Red brown

Grey2 pieces

Let's stitch by reffering to the number of design.

Straight stitch

*Make sure that the listed thread amount is complete.

Embroidery needle
Interfacing

*Please be careful when handling the needle.

Comparison table

Wooden frame

Q'ty Q'ty

2 pieces

Please read this manual carefully before you start!

Precautions

Total number of threads: 8colors; 21 pieces

3 pieces

4 pieces

3 pieces

2 pieces

3 pieces

2 pieces

1: The number is color number. ( )is the number of threads. For examle, (2) is 2 strands.

*Please make sure you have all the kit listed before you start.
*If you run out of thread, such as stitch mistake, please contact us.

*Please be careful about wrong thread.

[Materials] Cloth, Thread (100% Cotton)
Interfacing (100% polyester), Needle(steel), 
Frame(wood) 

Start and End StitchHow to use Cloth and Interfacing

Interfacing

If there is a shortage, please contact us!

Outline stitch(=Stem stitch) Outling filling stitch
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Lazy Daisy + Straight stitch French knot stitch
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①Align the interfacing(glossy, glued surface) with the center of the back of the 

colth and stack it.

②Apply a patch and iron (Medium temerature, Dry) it together. Hold the iron for 3 

to 5 seconds. The interfacing will settle when it cools. Do not flip the cloth before it 
gets cool.

③It's a good idea to start by threading around the edges of the cloth.

Cloth (back)

glossy, glued surface

Cloth (back)

Interfacing

Bend in all directions

Medium

(The back of the cloth)

Ironing board

〈How to entangle with the thread on the back of the cloth〉

At the beginning of the stitch, at the end of thread, scoop3 to 4 stitches on 
the back side and entangle the thread.

1:Scoop 3 to 4 stitches.

Come up at 1.                                                
Take the needle down to 2 and insert.

2:Cut the thread at the edge.

How to read stitch instructions

Stitch from left to right according to the design. 
Start at 1, then insert the needle at 2.                       
Bring the needle up in the center at 3.                     
And insert the needle at 4 and pull it out at the 
end of stitch 3.(at 5 in figure)                                           
Continue making a row of overlapping stitches.

Reciprocate the outline stitch according 
to the design and fill in the surface.   
Stitch direction and pitch of the stitches 
are aligned.

Satin stitch

Stitch evenly along the lines of the design, so 
that the threads do not overlap.                                
If it is round shape, stitch it from the center to 
the outside.

1:Put out the needle in 1, scoop the cloth with 2 
and 3, put a thread on the needle and stop the 
loop with 4.(Lazy aisy stitch)                                   
2:Put out the needle from the base of 5 of Lazy 
daisy stitch and put the needle in 6 of the tip.

Start at 1. Hold the thread taut and twist(wrap) it 
twice the needle, then pull it to tighten the loops.                                                                 
*Twisted 2 in this kit

Satin S    237 
Green(2)

Lazy daisy + Straight S 
488 Deep grey (6)

Lazy daisy + Straight S 
289 Deep green(3)

Satin S 237 Green(2)

Satin S 564 
Brown(3)

Satin S 712     
Red brown(2)

Satin S 289 
Deep green(2)

Satin S 564 
Brown(2)

Straight S 289 
Deep green (2)

French knot S 
Double twist 283 
Olive green(3) 

Outline S  289 
Deep green(2)

Lazy daisy + Straight S       
564 Brown(2)

Satin S 289 
Deep green(2)

Outline filling S    
812 Grey(2)

Stems----------
Outline S    289 
Deep green(3)

Outline S 289 
Deep green(2)

2: S stands for stitch

3: In this kit, the French knot is wound twice.

4: The ” ”on the satin stitch design is a guide line in the direction.

5: The ” ”on the Outine filling stitch design is a guide line in the direction.

6: The same pattern stitches in the same way.

7: Let's stitch with refference to the pattern and the photo on the cover.

Satin S 237 
Green(2)

Satin S 283 Olive 
green(2) Satin S 237 

Green(2)

Outline S  564 
Brown(2)

French knot S 
Double twist 488 
Deep grey(3)    

Antennae & legs------
Straight S 564 Brown(2)

Outline filling S    
632 Purple(2)
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1: Prepare before starting embroidery and How to use Interfacing.


